Tracking T cell clonotypes in complex T lymphocyte populations by real-time quantitative PCR using fluorogenic complementarity-determining region-3-specific probes.
The T cell receptor (TCR) alpha and beta chains are encoded by a series of stochastic rearrangements between variable (V), diversity (D) for TCR beta chain only, and joining (J) gene segments, creating hypervariable complementarity-determining region 3 (CDR3) regions that contact the peptide/MHC complex and confer specificity. In the present paper, we applied the recently developed real-time quantitative RT-PCR technique to the detection of rearranged TCR beta chain mRNA transcripts. We designed BV- and BJ-specific primers together with TaqMan probes specific for the CDR3 regions of the clones of interest. As an external reference, we used plasmids containing the entire TCR beta chains, making it possible to normalize the number of specific rearranged BV-J mRNA copies among the total number of TCR beta chains. Here, we present data validating this fluorogenic PCR-based method for the quantification of several TCR clonotypes characteristic of the CD4 T cell response to hen egg white lysozyme (HEL) in mice of the H-2d haplotype. This accurate and sensitive procedure permits the precise determination of T cell clone frequencies ranging from 10(-2) to less than 10(-5) in normal biological samples; it may provide an alternative approach when frequencies are too low to be assessed by flow cytometry.